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This system has two parts: 
 
1) Blueprint of Desire 
2) Strategy of Action 
 
Let’s talk about the first part: Blueprint of Desire 
 
Patience is the key to success (with EVERYTHING in life)... In fact, I used to have 
that quote on my wall... 
 
Without patience, there is no way you can utilize the "powerful information" that you 
are about to learn. 
 
But the truth is: 
Some people are able to see the power. 
Some people are NOT able to see the power. 
 
Here's the deal: 
 
People typically have a generic strategy for desiring 'anything' that they desire... 
 
If you want to become skilled about getting a particular woman to desire YOU, then it 
makes sense to understand how her brain responds/reacts/processes all the things 
that she desires. 
 
I’m going to give one secret way of getting her Code of Desire. 
 
Whenever I teach this secret to guys, they are blown away, because it’s POWERFUL! 
 
So let’s get to it… 
 
Step 1: You have to find something that you know she finds desirable - it could be a  
food, dessert, anything. I find it best to select a dessert. 
 
Step 2: Now you are going to experiment with different methods of getting her to 
desire “the thing you selected in Step 1”. For example, if you know she likes 
cheesecake, then you are going to FIND A METHOD of getting her to desire it.  
 
There are an infinite number of ways/methods: 
 
Here is a small list to get you started. 
 
A picture of a cheesecake. 
A story about someone else eating cheesecake. 
Asking her when was the last time she had cheesecake. 
Getting Her to pretend to smell the cheesecake. 
 
Does that make sense? 
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So if you wanted to use the story approach, where you are going to tell her a story 
about someone else eating cheesecake, then test it out. 
 
You would have a casual conversation where someone was eating a piece of 
cheesecake. 
 
If after 2-3 minutes, she wants to hop in the car and go out and buy a piece of 
cheesecake, then you KNOW that:  
 
A story about someone else eating cheesecake FOR 2-3 minutes is one of her  
CODES OF DESIRE… 
 
If it took 20-25 minutes of off and on stories, then you KNOW that: 
 
 A story about someone else eating cheesecake FOR 20-25 minutes is one of her 
CODES OF DESIRE… 
 
Do you see how it works? 
 
Step 3: Then you would test her response. 
 
You see, 99% of guys 'get angry' when their wives say "I'm not in the mood tonight" (as 
if she said to him "I Hate Making Love To You ALL THE TIME!!!") 
 
That’s silly. 
 
If you said to her “Go to store right and buy some cheesecake?” She may not 
comply….but that doesn’t mean she doesn’t enjoy cheesecake. 
 
The problem is demanding her to do something (for example: “Go to store right and 
buy some cheesecake?” is not one of her CODES OF DESIRE . 
 
My goal for you today is to make sure you will always remember the concept of 
"Blueprints For Desire" – which is the strategy that involves finding her codes and 
using that structure to get her aroused (or even to get her motivated about doing 
something that's beneficial to her) 
 
It’s important to understand “timing”. 
 
Let’s say Jim’s wife’s code is brownies. 
 
Imagine Jim watching her eat 4 brownies rather quickly - one after another. The whole 
time she has a "very energetic" look on her face. Then a few minutes later, she has a 
"worn out" look on her face and she is rubbing her belly. 
 
If Jim asked her to eat one more brownie, and she said "Not tonight honey", should he 
get angry with her, 
 
No. 
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He’s asking at the WRONG time. 
 
It works the same in relationships. If Jim were to initiate sex at the WRONG time, she 
is likely to have the same response.  
 
Again. This doesn’t mean she doesn’t enjoy sex with him. 
 
Biologically, she is designed to cry (that depends on what you do). 
Biologically, she is designed to laugh (that depends on what you do). 
Biologically, she is designed to "get in the mood" (that depends on what you do). 
 
That is the reason why you should continue to practice and master 
getting her to desire something that you KNOW she desires.  
 
That way you can find out one of her CODES OF DESIRE. 
 
Assignment #1: Test different ways to get her to desire "things". In other words, see if 
you can get her to TAKE ACTION on something she loves… 
 
It’s cool experience for a guy to be watching his beautiful wife eating a cheesecake 
THAT SHE NEVER WOULD HAVE HAD if it weren’t for his SECRET METHOD of 
generating desire. She would be doing something totally different. 
 
It may seem silly or simple, but it’s pretty powerful. 
 
Think about this. 
 
Has your wife/girlfriend ever been hungry and you made a suggestion to eat a 
particular food that she LOVES and she told you NO? 
 
Doesn't this mean she doesn't like that food anymore? 
 
Of course not! 
 
It could mean that she doesn't want it at the moment. 
It could mean that she's not thinking about it fully. 
 
That's why it's a good idea for guys to practice this sort of thing. 
 
For one, it helps them put 'rejections' in perspective a lot better. Some people may say 
'Ok what's the big deal with that?'  
 
Well it's one of those things. 
 
It's weird. You get comfortable with getting rejected (this also applies to many aspects 
of life) and suddenly you don't get rejected as much. 
 
It's just like the guy trying to get her girlfriend back. She's more likely to start paying 
attention to him once he has moved on. 
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Think about the opposite. 
 
Let's say the guy's wife just had a rough and she's not only NOT in the mood for sex, but 
she's not in the mood for a movie or anything. Maybe (in her mind) she needs to relax 
and she's craving some "alone time". The guy asks if she wants to partake in adult 
activities and politely she says Not Tonight (in the literal sense).... 
 
Except, he hears "I hate having sex with you." So he reacts to THAT... 
 
He gets upset. He starts yelling and screaming at her. He's visibly pissed off. His mind 
spirals out of control.  
 
Does this make her 'desire sex' in the future? 
 
We talk about Sexual Value a lot because it's the one of the BIGGEST FACTORS for 
making a woman want sex with you. 
 
Your Sexual Value is a largely (95%) based on 1 basic (simple) thing: 
 
Your Traits (which are formed from the messages in your conversations, your actions 
[and how she puts that in perspective] and your reactions [how you react to her - how 
you react when life isn't perfect - how you react to others - how you react when things 
are great]) 
 
So it's always important to PUT THINGS IN PERSPECTIVE. 
 
The guy who puts things in perspective the best wins!  
 
You see (as people) we are always COMPARING. It's how we describe things. 
 
It's how we sort information. 
 
A description implies a comparison. So if you're the SEXY COOL GUY in her mind, it 
probably has little to do with your 1980's Pac Man T-Shirt and more to do with your 
actions and reactions - which (again) is how your sexual value is constructed. 
 
So that's one reason to not make a big deal out if things. 
 
When you look at things from a PROCESS point of view, it's hard to ever take anything 
personal. 
 
Let’s face it, if your method doesn’t work to get her to eat something you know she 
loves, then you know it was the wrong PROCESS. 
 
No big deal. 
 
The people who suck at putting things in perspective tend to make the worst decisions 
in life. 
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And sometimes 'putting things in perspective' is all reminding yourself of a bunch of 
stuff that is 'Duh-Obvious'...like: 
 
Biologically, she is designed to "get in the mood"... 
 
Take Care 
 
Warmly 
CR James 
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Oh wait a minute... we're not done...  
 
We still need to talk about The Blueprint For Seductive Action. 
 
And later we'll discuss a cool fun experiment that you can do on any woman (including 
your sister). Of course, it's just about asking a few questions and getting in the habit of 
getting key information. 
 
Let’s now look at: 
 
The Blueprint for Seductive Action. 
 
But before we do, I want to be very clear what “Seduction” is… 
 
Because “our” (not everyone else’s) definition of seduction has to do with sexually 
inspiring the woman.  
 
Sexually Inspiring [Seduction]: 
It’s when you do things that make the other person want (crave/desire) to have sex with you. 
 
That is not the same as doing things that make the other person decide (or agree) to 
have sex.  
 
When you do things that make the person decide (when she has no desire), then you 
are performing sexual manipulation (or ‘indirect rape’). 
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Sexual Manipulation [Indirect Rape]: 
It’s when do things that make the person decide (via pressure, guilt, anger) to do it, when they have no 
desire (no craving) to have sex with you. 
 
For example, the wife that agrees to have sex with her whining husband just to shut 
him up. 
 
For example, the wife that just agrees to have with her complaining husband because 
she knows he will get angry if she says no. 
 
Yeah, I know it’s harsh… 
 
But believe it or not, some guys actually take this approach! 
 
So now that you know (or had a review) of the 2 ways to get a woman to have sex with 
you, it’s time to get to the good stuff.  
 
But this is only beneficial to you, if you are one of the men who realizes that once a 
woman is craving sex she has a specific blueprint for seductive action. 
 
A guy was telling me about his "Ex". 
 
Here’s the funny thing. He actually ran into her one day and at some point she actually 
told him “several” stories about how she likes to goofs off at work. Although most 
people aren’t super employees, the disturbing part was how much pleasure she got from 
her excessive laziness. Then later on during the conversation she discussed how she 
‘left her former job’ because they passed her up for a promotion. 
 
Interesting.  
 
Here’s the crazy part.  
 
As the guy reflected back on their relationship, he thought about how she put very little 
energy into their relationship (you know goofing off when she had responsibilities).  
 
Shortly into the relationship, He found her to be irrationally lazy among other things. 
And she had an attitude as if she expected him to go above and beyond while she did 
nothing - which technically isn’t a problem, except for the fact that he doesn't tolerate 
bullshit like that. 
 
But what makes it worse is that she confessed how much she valued the 
relationship. According to her, this guy was the greatest guy she had ever met! 
 
Huh??? 
 
Here’s the funny part, his current girlfriend does many things to make him happy!  
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And at her job, she has received awards and has been promoted 2 times. (…plus she is 
working on her own business) 
 
She is far from being lazy! 
 
Interesting. 
 
But none of this should be too shocking, because a “job” and a “boyfriend” are both 
ongoing relationships where there is an exchange of value. 
 
A woman gets something (companionship, the feeling of being love, sex, and so on) from being 
with her boyfriend --- and he gets something as well (companionship, the feeling of being love, sex, 
and so on). 
 
A woman gets something from being employed (money, and the things money provide), and the 
job gets something as well (labor, and the things labor provides). 
 
............................................................................................................................................. 
 

“You can find out a lot about a woman  
by understanding (and secretly analyzing) her relationship with her job.” 

 
............................................................................................................................................. 
 
 
So now let’s talk about her Blueprint for Seductive Action. 
 
Here’s something you can do with your girlfriend/wife (or with any woman). 
 
Step 1: Tell her that you have a friend that is looking to get promoted 
at his job.  
 
Step 2: Ask her for her advice on what he should do to get the 
promotion. (This is very likely to be what she would do if she wanted 
to be promoted) 
 
Step 3: Listen and remember her answer because ‘her answer’ will be 
very close to her “generic strategy” for going after something – which 
means you'll get a shockingly similar method for what she would do to 
get the guy she values.  
 
At a minimum you'll get an idea of how she THINKS it should be done. 
 
 
This is the ‘structure’ you’ll want to understand. And you may know more about her (in 
this regard) then she may know about herself. 
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The cool thing is woman have different strategies for responding to their horniness. 
They may not acknowledge it. It could be out her awareness, but she DOES 
SOMETHING. 
 
Maybe she sends a vague sex signal, that no man on earth could pick up on. 
Maybe she sends a subtle sex signal, that a skilled guy could pick up on. 
Maybe she sends a strong sex signal, that 95% of guys could pick up on. 
Maybe she asks in a nice way. (Do you want to go in the bedroom and make love?) 
Maybe she sexually attacks the guy.  
 
So getting her turned on is one thing, but if you just assume that she'll ask or send an 
obvious message you could be missing out on some action - even worse, denying 
yourself the opportunity to learn what works. 
 
You already knew this. 
 
So just for fun, practice asking many women (it doesn’t have to a woman you are 
interested in) for their job promotion advice [or questions like that]. 
 
Here's another tip: You can change the scenario. Ask her what she would do if she was 
working somewhere and her dream position opened up.  
 
Tell her that the position paid twice as much. Make the position very appealing to her.  
 
Also, at this point you can get her to reveal her idea of the perfect job. 
 
You should be smiling right about now. LOL. 
 
She might like a job that gives her independence. (This response would obviously tell 
you that in relationships, she wants independence. This type of woman will not tolerate 
a lot of smothering. 
 
Does this make sense? 
 
She might tell you that the ‘perfect job’ is one that allows her to do very little work.  
 
Hmmmmm 
 
And she may even begin to glorify laziness. And if you’re like me, and you can’t stand 
people who just float through life, then you should run very fast! 
 
She may reveal how EAGER she is to please!  
 
Hmmmmm X 2! 
 
Ok… 
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Once she tells you her idea of the perfect job, get her to tell you her methodology for 
getting that job. [That is the real purpose for getting her Blueprint for Seductive Action.] 
 
You'll find different answers. 
Woman A may respond (as she is giving you advice to what your friend should do) “He 
should work very hard and keep quiet. And if Upper Management thinks he is qualified 
then he’ll get the promotion. It’s out if his hands at that point”.  
 
This response is secretly her “strategy for going after what she really wants in life” (or 
very close to it). So if she wants to attract a guy, she’s going to be the type that quietly 
makes herself look very sexy/appealing and if the guy thinks she is attractive he’ll make 
his move. If he doesn’t, she might let me know in some way. If he doesn't respond, she 
confidently move on.  
 
Another woman could respond much differently... 
 
Woman B may respond “He should walk directly into the Supervisor’s office and tell him 
exactly how much he wants the job”. This response is secretly her “strategy for going 
after what she really wants in life”.  
 
So if she wants to attract a guy, she’s going to communicate her desires directly to him.  
 
Keep in mind, there's no mention of WORKING HARD FIRST or earning the promotion. 
 
It's all about aggressively communicating how much you want it. (By the way, these are 
the same women that when you break up with them, they never try to figure out what 
they did wrong - they just beg to get back with you as if that's a convincing argument.) 
 
Woman C may respond: “He should walk directly into the Supervisor’s office and tell him 
exactly why he is the right person for the job”. (This is slightly different than the last 
response.) So if she wants to attract a guy, she’s going to communicate her desires 
directly to him in a way that appeals to him.  
 
Another thing you’ll want to listen for is her “perception of obstacles”. For example, 
Mary may believe the biggest obstacle for getting the promotion is the “other people 
who could potentially get the job”, while Lisa may never mention the competition 
aspect.  
 
Interesting. 
 
And even when you ask for how she would deal with the “other people who could 
potentially get the job” she shows very little concern (in a confident way). 
 
Instead she is focused completely on what she needs to do. Obviously, Mary (more so 
than Lisa) is going to be more responsive to stories where ‘other women are showing 
interest in you’.  
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Remember, to become very desirable to a woman, you must Understand her. 
 
So if you really want to look at “seducing a woman” from an extremely simple 
perspective, it’s all about… 
 
 
The First Part 
'What you do' to become desirable... 
'What you do' to make her perceive 'making love' as desirable 
 
The Second Part 
‘Understanding her Blueprint’ for getting her to desire something [Blueprint For Desire] 
‘Understanding her Blueprint’ for going after something she desires [Blueprint For Seductive Action] 
 
 
 
I hope this makes sense my friend.  
 
I hope that you find this information valuable. Take Care & Much Success… 
 
Warmly, 
CR James  
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